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-----The following report is a translation from Russian of an article which
appeared in Issue No. 2 (63) for 1962 of the SECRET USSR Ministry of
Defense publication Collection oflArticles of the Journal "Militaa
Thou ht". The	 article 	 ylz:FE-7-677Mtion S.
mans iy and alle .:121na?" of Ayiation V. Povarkov. This article is a

discussion of a various aspects of air operations in an offensive. The
authors argue that the operational disposition of air forces for a strike
should be constant, regardless of time of day and weather conditions,
though the echelons within the disposition may vary with the situation, and
that dispersal to alternate basing must be accomplished prior to combat. A
major portion of the article is devoted to the concept of air support,
which the authors conclude has lost its significance, preferring to define
air tasks in terms of targets to be destroyed and capabilities in relation
to other means available to a front. Fighter-interceptors are considered
basic to field air defense, which should be the responsibility of the air
army commander. Combat with enemy reserves, aerial reconnaissance,
airborne landings, air transport, and the combat make-up of the air army,
also are touched upon. 	 End of Summary 

jComment:
Ricer i62 the SECRET version of Military Thought was published three

times annually and was distributed down to the level of division commander.
It reportedly ceased publication at the end of 1970. 
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Actions of Front AviatiOn in the First Front Offensive
Operation in the Initial Period of War 

by
General-Mayor of Aviation S. Shimanskiy
General-Mayor Of Aviation V. Povarkov

The adoption into service of ;nuclear weapons as the chief means of
defeating the enemy, the development of different means of delivering them
to target, and also the widespread introduction of radioelectronic
equipment into all control processes, are ,not only radically changing our
former notions about armed combat on the whole and the conduct of front
operations, but they, also require a new organization of the combat actions
of troops, including the front aviation, based on different principles than
they were before.	 !

Determining the most expedient forms of employment and methods of
combat actions of front aviation in present-day operations has great
significance for the theory of the operational art of the air forces and
the practice of combat training of troops. Therefore, discussing them on
the pages of the periodical press is extremely useful. We consider it
desirable to further refine some of the positions expressed earlier by
certain authors* and give a broader interpretation to a number of them.

Front aviation, in the operations of the initial period of a war, is
capahre767 influencing in the most! decisive manner the success of repulsing
an enemy air attack in the zone of operations of the front troops, and of
participating in the delivery of the initial nuclear "strike against the
enemy as part of ! the forces and means of the front.

When there is danger of a wari being unleashed by an aggressor, the
constant readiness of front aviation for immediate actions takes on special
significance; it is achieved by the high level of training of flight
personnel, organization of airfield and airborne alert, maintenance of
aircraft materiel and armament in !readiness for immediate combat
employment, establishment of continuous alert status for the combat crews
of command posts and also for radiotechnical means, and timely dispersal of
the aviation with early accomplishment of the measures that ensure orderly
commitment to battle of all allocated forces and means organized into	 ./

* Collection of Articles of the Journal "Military Thought", 1961, No. 5
(60).
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definite operational groupings.

In a sudden enemy attack, the repulse of his massed air raid and
delivery of the initial nuclear strike against the enemy as a rule have to
be carried out simultaneously. The combat actions of the air army in this
case will be extremely intensive a i.s a consequence of the necessity of
simultaneously hitting numerous air and ground targets which are quite
varied in character under complex !conditions in a situation which is not
entirely clear. In this connection, the success of the combat actions of
the front aviation will depend aboye all on the degree of their
organization, of which high combat readiness and also orderly commitment of
all forces taking part in the accomplishment of the whole complex of tasks
form the basis.

Rather than deal with the questions connected with the organization of
combat actions and the maintenance of their combat readiness, let us
examine only the measures that ensure the most orderly commitment of all
the forces of the air army for delivery of the initial strike, taking into
consideration its simultaneous participation in repelling the air enemy and
its operational disposition in accomplishing these tasks.

. It is understood that the ta*s connected with repelling the air enemy
and delivering the initial strike will be accomplished by the air army in a
definite operatiOnal disposition,Whose_latriaLta_a_r_Liworked_otAtalre.aa)L-jil

__]14.2.1t1me . However,. in our opinion, one should not adhere to that point of
(view according.% which the operational disposition of an air army
represents . a single whole uniting all its forces and, means participating in
the first operation of the initial period of a war. We 6Onsider it more
logical tolook at the operationalHasposition of the air army in relation
to the nature and content of the tasks to be accomplished by it. Only such
an approach will make it possible to correctly identify the essence of the
operatiOnal 'disposition of the air army and the mission of each of its
elements.

As we know, the operational disposition of the aviation represents the •
distribution in the air of forces and means that have the objective of i
accomplishing a definite operational task and are united by a coMmon 
concept.

From this, in our opinion, correct definition, it is obvious that an
air army cannot have a single operational disposition that would include
both the forces participating in repelling the raid by enemy winged meant
of attack and the forces participating in the initial nuclear strike. The
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actions of the air army from the beginning of the war will be directed, in
essence, toward the accomplishment of two tasks which, though interrelated,
are different in their content. This being the cqse, the accomplishment of
each of them pursues its own individual goal and is attained by employing
completely different forces and means, requiring a totally distinct
grouping of them, and it rests on the system of cooperation peculiar to
these forces alone. Thus, in repelling a sudden massed raid by an air
enemy, the operational disposition is based on missile-carrying
fighter-interceptors, but in delivering the initial nuclear strike, it is
based on nuclear weapons delivery aircraft and cruise missiles. In the
course of repelling an incursion by air, cooperation of the fighters of the
air army is organized with the air defense means of the front and the air
defense forces of the country, while in delivering the initial nuclear
strike, the actions of the strike forces are most fully coordinated with
the strikes of the strategic means, the efforts of the ground forces, and
also with the actions of the front means of radioelectronic
countermeasures.

The operational disposition of the forces of the air army for
repelling the air enemy at the beginning of military operations is based on
the idea of commitment by echelon of the maximum number of the forces of
the fighter aviation to the farthest limits for intercepting targets. The
strew of the echelons o	 e front fi:hters is determined not so mucTITri

imultaneous guidance of its orces In the 
air. Also ving, an Influence on the strength of the echelons is the
nature Of enemy actions. Experience gained from the exercises of the NATO
air forces shows that the greatest intensity of the raid by enemy tactical
aviation will occur in the first hours after the beginning of war.
Naturally, to repel such an incursion will require commitment in the very
briefest time periods of all the forces of our air defense, including the
fighter, aviation of the front. However, due to the conditions for guidance
of fighters, such a decision-may be undesirable. ILIbtiv_art_to-idatJalL
avax_three.slixiaiWisamaandposts_an,d_nine_regiment Al con	 posts

s	 • •• al-systems., the_caimbiattLforsinu_Lltaneous
guidance_consti-ttites-urto-30-to-40-groups-or-LudiridtAal_aircraft.against
the same .nymbgx_d_tugep. Therefore, putting a larger complement of
aiNfa forces into the air will lead to part of them not being provided
with guidance and carrying out a sortie for nothing. These limitations
necessitate putting fighters up only in echelon and committing them to
battle successively, at first from zones of airborne alert at the maximum
distance from the national border over enemy territory (70 kilometers and
more), and then from readiness no. 1 and 2. Consequently, the order and
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sequence of the actions of the fighter echelons are determined by the
capabilities of the air army for guiding its own fighters.

The operational disposition Of the forces of the air army
participating in the delivery of he initial nuclear strike will be
completely different. It must respond to a different concept of actions
and, to a greater degree, ensure reliable hitting of the ground targets to
be destroyed by the initial nuclear strike of' the front.

. The operational disposition Of the. strike-forces of the air army will
be based on the idea of delivering a crushing blow simultaneously with all
ready forces and means.. In this Case, the complement of .forces may be
varied and be determined basicallY, by the situation in which combat actions
occur. 'Tiflis, the presence of a threat situation will allow having in
readiness for immediate actions- nearly all the bomber and-fighter-bomber
aviation and the cruise missile units. But in case of a surprise enemy
attack, they will also have to be 'committed piecemeal in several echelons.

' But it is not only the number l of forces participating in a strike that
is of decisive importance to the operational disposition. The
effectiveness of the strike, will largely be determined by how thoroughly
the actions of the forces of the air army are supported 'with reconnaissance
data on strike, targets and also with measures for' negotiating enemy air'
defense. Therefore, it is necessary to have, at a definite level of
readiness; forces for final reconnaissance of strike' targets, and also
forces to perfort . radioelectronic Countermeasures and to neutralize the
control posts of. the enemy means of air attack and air defense. In the
operational disposition, they mUst[form the air army's first echelon, whose
chief mission consists in combat support of the forces actually delivering
the strike. Forming the second and third echelons may be groups of
fighter-bombers, bombers, and .cruise missiles, and also groups of their
support and postStrike reconnaissance aircraft. These echelons are
committed to action sim4ltaneously with or after the first. Thus, in the
operational dispOsition of the strike forces, there is no fighter aviation
except that which operates in the Complement of the strike echelons. .

We agree with the Widespread Opinion that a Change in the conditions
of carrying out the initial strike calls for corresponding changes in the
operational disposition, therefore it cannot be cut and dried. Thus, it
may be realistic to commit all the, strike forces of the air army to action
at once without in this case creating any echelons. But it would not do to
exclude' altogether such conditions wherein the actions of the air army will
take the form of strikes successively delivered by various echelons. And
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even so, advance determination of the operational disposition is absolutely
necessary. Only under this condition is it possible to count on the best
organized commitment of all forces and means taking part in the initial
strike, and hence on the strike's 'effectiveness.

In determining the operationall disposition of the air army, besides
the various conditions under which) combat actions may occur, one must also
take into consideration the effect of the time of day and weather
conditions in which the strike is carried out. It is known that the
training level of the flight personnel and the equipping of the aircraft
affect the operational and combat 'capabilities of the air army when it is
operating at night and in adverse weather conditions. This makes it
necessary to reallocate the strike targets, particularly among the
fighter-bombers and bombers. Therefore, in order to avoid complicating the
organization of the strike and ensure the greatest simplicity of actions,
it appears to us that the operational disposition of the grouping of forces 
•artici atin in the strike must bt the same irre ective of the time of
day an. weather  con tions. Only the complement of forces of the echelons
participating in—EFaTike can be changed, which should be taken into
consideration in determining the quantity of tasks to be accomplished in
each specific case.

• Thus, the grouping of forces,i their strength and varied operational
disposition are dictated above all by the nature of the tasks to be
accomplished by the air army, and also by the conditions of the situation.
The varied operational disposition,' will take 'into fullest consideration the
special characteristics of the combat readiness of the heterogeneous forces
of the air army and the specific nature of the tasks to be accomplished by
them. This is confirmed by the practice of troop exercises, which shows
that only under this condition is It possible in the very shortest periods
to achieve the most orderly commitment to battle of all forces and means of
the air army and ensure stable control of them.

Let us cite one more circumstance in favor of these comments. The
unsoundness of the idea of a single operational disposition of all the
forces and means of the air army b'ecomes particularly apparent in the case
in which the delivery of the initial nuclear strike and the repelling of
the enemy incursion are going to b't accomplished not simultaneously, but
successively. Naturally, in this case, the strike forces and the repelling
forces cannot make up a single operational disposition of the air army in
the air.
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Connected with the question considered above regarding the operational
disposition of aviation in the aii is the question of moving it out from
under the initial enemy nuclear strike. We cannot agree with .the opinion
which_is treated . in the literature and is current in the practice of
operational iraining_of_air - fdrifia'46r&concerning the possible procedure
for rebasing the :forces of ihe- fightdr aviation at the beginning of combat
AC:lions . It appears to us that one of the most important measures for
preserving the aviation will be to disperse it to alternate, in the
majority of cases dirt, airfields not previously known to the enemy and the
timely take-off of aircraft from them in moving out from under a nuclear
strike. In all cases it is necessary to strive toward putting the maximum
amount of forces of the fighter aviation into the air at the beginning of
combat actions rather than holding them in reserve at airfields for
subsequent actions. The slightest delay in taking off may lead to heavy
losses of fighters still on the ground as a result of an enemy nuclear
strike. In connection with this, the question as to the time and procedure
for transferring fighters to the dispersal airfields is of special
interest.

The opinion exists that the first take-off of front fighters has to be
carried out from permanent airfields and that the fighters must be rebased
to dirt airfields only after they have fulfilled their tasks of repelling
the initial enemy air raid. Such a recommendation, in our opinion, does
not take into consideration all the diversity of conditions which can arise
in the initial period of a war. One must not proceed only on the
assumption that in all cases the time of delivery of the enemy strike will
necessarily be known to us and that therefore we will always be able to
bring all the forces of our fighters into full combat readiness and thereby
ensure they take off on time. These recommendations are justified only in
case the enemy carries out a strike on our airfields with winged means of
attack.

But what will happen if the enemy unexpectedly delivers a strike on
the airfields with ballistic missiles? In this case, basically only the
fighters on alert will be able to move out from under the nuclear strikes,
and then not always, while all thet rest probably will be caught on the
airfields and destroyed. After all, it is no secret that peacetime
airfields, especially those which have paved runways, are prime targets for
enemy nuclear strikes. Therefore,* should be considered more correct to
remove the fighter aviation, as well as the other large units of the air.
army, to dispersal airfields at the very first opportunity, without waiting
for a sortie to repel the enemy. Simultaneously with this, it is necessary
to take steps to deceive the enemylas to the true basing of the air army.
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On the airfields abandoned by the Aviation it is obligatory to simulate
life, creating in the enemy confidence that the basing of our aviation
grouping is unchanged. Such a measure will unquestionably help preserve
the aviation of the front.

A mosi- important question in the theory of operational art of the air
forces is determination of the tasks of front aviation. Instead of sharing
the opinion of certain generals and offiEaTiaho suggest that all the tasks
accomplished by the air army (with the exception of covering troops and
transporting troops and cargo by air) be regarded as one task, air support 

of troops, we believe that singling out air support of troops as the
independent and sole task in the joint actions of the air army and the
troops of the front, lacks sense entirely. Not only does it not reflect
the true character of the combat actions of the aviation, but it
contradicts the basic principles of employing it and especially the
principles of employing nuclear weApons in the operations of thelfront.

As is known, the concept "air suP1012I..2f_troops of the.IPPITt"  remains
.EULIL.19.1gAry_from-the-time-of-the-Great-Ealgtalc-War. Then it-78?lected'
the character of the operational elliployment of front aviation. In one
instance air corps or divisions of the air army were placed in operational
subordination to the commanders of the combined-arms or tank armies and
conducted combat, actions according, to their direct instructions (orders).
The commander and staff of the air army retained functions of a supply and
administrative (nature. In an other instance, air corps and divisions of
the air army conducted combat actions in support of combined-arms and tank
formations, organizing cooperation; as they did so on the principle of air
support. The problems of organizing and conducting the combat actions of
the aviation were dealt with directly by the commander and staff of the air
army. Thus', in neither of - these instances in the period of the Great
Patriotic War was air support a task of the air army of the front; it only
represented a principle of the combat employment of aviation7--THerefore,
in the combat documents being drawn up, and especially on questions of the
cooperation Of the aviation with the troops of the front, it was specially
indicated that the large units and units of the air army fulfilled the
tasks assigned them in support of troops on the principle of air support.

It is utterly incomprehensible why, in present-day conditions, such
uncertainty has appeared in the "air support" concept, which not only leads
to an arbitrary interpretation of the tasks to be accomplished by the air
army of the front, but is also the source of incorrect views on the
operational role and place of the air army in the first offensive operation
of the front in the initial period of war.
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Indeed, the very term "air support" as the task of the air army is in
turn also interpreted variously. Some consider air support to include the
set of tasks tobe accomplished by the air army in support of a
combined-arms (tank) army using the flight resources and nuclear warheads
allocated to this or that army by the commander of the front. In this
case, the tasks of the aviation are assigned according to time and strike
targets by the commander of the army being supported, and the role of the
commander of the air army is reduced to providing for these combat actions.
Others, on the contrary, include in this concept, as has been indicated,
all the tasks accomplished by the air army in support of the troops of the
front in an operation, with the exception of aerial reconnaissance, cover

of troops and installations of the rear of the front, and also air
transport of troops and cargo.

A comparison of these extreme points of view shows that air support of
the troops of the front is limited in the one case to the framework of
aviation combat actions directly in support of the corresponding
combined-arms (tank) army, while in the other case it includes all the
tasks carried out by the air army in support of the troops of the front.

The unsoundness of such judOents is perfectly Obvious. In reality,
if air support is made to depend on the resources allocated to an army,
then it is possible to come to the conclusion that there may or may not be
air support, depending on whether , ormot flight resources are allocated to
this or that army to accomplish tasks according to its plan. Really,
though, the offensive of the troops of a front is always carried out in the
closest cooperation with the aviation. The combat actions of the air army
are planned and implemented primarily and principally in support of the
troops of the front and the operation as a whole, and its specific tasks
are derived from the nature of the targets to be destroyed or neutralized
by it; control Of aviation is strictly centralized and carried out by the
commander'of the air army.

As regards the second tendency -- to regard all the combat actions,of
the air army in the first offensiire operation of the front as one task, air
support -- this, in our opinion, clearly contradicts the true role of the
air army which is rightly set aside for it in the operation of the front.
And, what is more, this converts it, in essence, into a supporting branch
arm. But, in fact, the air army ofthe front is meant to carry out tasks
of destroying enemy missile/nuclear and Friailon groupings, neutralizing
his reserves, control posts, and Other targets both independently and in
cooperation with the Other branch] arms of the front and especially with the
operational-tactical rocket troops.
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The air army, employing nuclear warheads of varying yield in combating
enemy means of nuclear attack andlhis reserves can independently accomplish
operational-tactical tasks within the framework of the operation of the
front. The tendency to reduce all the tasks carried out by the air army in
the first offensive operation of he front in the initial period of war to
air support alone is unsound, jusi,as -17-17ould be unsound to reduce the
combat tasks of the operational-tactical missiles to missile support of the
troops of the front.

The understanding of air Support as an independent task of the air
army also contradicts theyrinciple of nuclear weapons employment in the
first ■ operation■of the front., Nuclear weapons, as is known, are the main
fire means in defeating-arenemyand creating favorable conditions for the
ground troops to defeat the enemyflgroupings conclusively and achieve the
objective of the operation. The actions of the troops of the front come
down to skilfully exploiting the results of the nuclear strikes delivered
by the aviation and the rocket trOops of. the front. That is the main fire
means in defeating the enemy are nuclear wtaiaT(incidgnially, the,air
armLin_thQ__first_opAra,i2a_aLSIO frgat-an-04ploy up , to 30zgrcent ofIthe
nuclear warheads out of the total 	 to the front). Therefore,
taSTS—ter'be -aCtomPlicriatlf -tliblariTz—a7tron of nuclear-Veapons cannot 'be
subordinate; and nuclear weaponscannot be transformed from the main means
of the troops to a secondary means of supporting them. Consequently, there
are grounds for considering that air support as a term and more so as a
task of the air army has lost its!significance ■ under present conditions.

As regards the combat action of the air army in the first offensive
operation of a front, we■considerlit advisable to formulate the tasks of
the air army in -terms of the nature of the targets to-be destroyed
(neutralized) and not to regard them as air support, i.e. this must be • .
done just as it is approached in the other branch arms. After all, nobody
speaks of missile support of combined-arms large units and formations. But
the assignment Of tasks to the air army and fulfilment of them does not
differ in form and content from the assignment and fulfilment of tasksby
the rocket troops of the front.

In repelling the air attack of the enemy, in delivering the initial
nuclear strike, and also during the offensive of the troops of the front,
the most important tasks of the air army may be destructionof the enemy
means of nuclear attack, combat wi';th his aviation in the air and on
airfields; conduct of aerial reconnaissance, and airlifting of troops and
cargo.

TOP	 ET■
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It is known that one of the conditions for success- of the troops of
the front, espeCially, in the first operation, is continuous and highly
effective combat with winged means of attack. The combat actions of front
troops, especially in the first front operation, will take place under
conditions of extraordinarily aggressive actions of enemy aviation and
cruise missiles. It can. be said with certainty that if we cannot weaken
the enemy aviation in the first operation, and seize and hold the
initiative of actions in the air, then the front will hardly be able to
fulfil the task assigned to it. Therefore-,7FOT the first hours of war,
the front aviation is faced with the task of destroying, jointly with the 
rocket and ground troops of the front, the enemy means of air attack on the 
ground and in the air. • The redoMinan 11- ii of combatin: ene  aviation 
should be considered desttoying_lt_on the airfields. 

1
The most complex task for the front aviation, in our opinion, will be

the destruction of the numerous enemy means of nuclear attack in concealed
disposition over a large territorY. The possibility of hitting enemy
operational-tactical missiles andlatomic artillery will depend on when they , I

are detected and what"the probability of bracketing them is. The basic
difficulty lies in destroying thee means even before they are employed by
the enemy. But to do this is extraordinarily complicated. For the time
that missiles are in launching positions is limited (not more than one to
two hours), and therefore their destruction by our missiles is hampered to
a certain extent in view of the slow processing and prolonged passage of
reconnaissance data on the exact coordinates of strike targets.

This task is accomplished mote successfully by aviation, which, as we
know, does not need exact target Coordinates. The basic means of hitting
mobile, small-size targets will be fighter-bombers. Aircraft of this type
can conduct independent search in an area (zone) assigned to them and are
capable of quickly detecting enemy missile/nuclear means and attacking them
right there, employing various, bit mainly conventional, means of
destruction. Along with fighter-bombers, to accomplish these tasks, the
missile-carrying bomber aviation Of the air army of the front will also
find widespread'application.

As regards destruction of delivery aircraft, the chief strike means of
the enemy, in the air, this task is accomplished on the distant approaches
by the missile-carrying fighter aviation. In this connection, the opinion
that the fighter aviation has lost its superiority over surface-to-air
guided missiles in intercepting the air enemy on the distant approaches to
the front line, is utterly unfounded. In confirmation the argument is
advanced that, given the existing relative s 2peeds of the air target and a
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fighter, it supposedly is impossible to attack the target before the zone
of surface-to-air guided missile fire on it, and actions of fighters in the
same zone with surface-to-air missiles is excluded with the existing means
of control. Therefore, they say, employing fighters to intercept air
targets on distant approaches is now impossible and their actions in this
zone only reduce the effectiveness of surface-to-air means.

Such a view of the role of fighter aviation is the result of an
incorrect assessment of existing aviation equipment and the prospects for
its further development. At the present time, there are known to be models
of fighter-mounted intercept and aiming radars with a detection range of up
to 185 kilometers and ground radars with a guidance range up to 400
kilometers. Development of more perfect models of radiotechnical means,
together with improvement of recognition devices and automation of control
processes, is expanding more and more the field of the employment of
fighters in combat with winged means of attack. Also contributing _to...this,
obviously;-will-be-the-employment-of_radar-picket_aircraft to incrPase-the
range of detection_01-low=flying-targets. The fighter aviation, carrying
out wide maneuvering, is able to reach the flight path of the hostile
aviation, to find and hit air targets independently before the zone of the
surface-to-air missile troops, as well as jointly with the surface-to-air
missile troops in a single zone, operating at all their flight altitudes.

All this testifies to the fact that the front fighter-interceptors
continue to remain the basic means of field air defense, and use of them at
the front level must be centralized in the closest cooperation with the
other means of air defense.

At the present time, fighters, surface-to-air and radiotechnical means
of air defense of the front are disassociated and subordinate to various
commanders. This does not ensure timeliness of reporting on the enemy, it
hampers the allocation of targets among the means of air defense, increases
the amount of time the air defense system requires to get ready to repel an
attack, and hampers control, especially under conditions of a massed enemy
air raid, which, naturally, lowers the effectiveness of the actions of each
of the air defense means as well as the entire air defense system of the
front as a whole.

To-raise_irs effectivenAis.—field-air—defense_needs,—ia-eur-opinion,
some _organizational,restructuring,_in_particular, subordination of all the
air defense,means-of the front-to-the commander of the ig—army. This will
let us free ourselves of unnecessary coordination in tbe employment of
various air defense means and base their control on the principle of
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subordination.

Another impottant task of the front aviation is combat with the 
reserves of theenemy, which, especially in the first front operation, the
rocket troops and aviation can aceomplish. However, under modern
conditions, this combat is considerably complicated by the fact that troops
are situated in dispersed locations over a considerable area and.hitting
the numerous small-size and mobile targets with nuclear weapons is not Very
effective. To boot, regrouping of troops will be carried out, as a rule,
under cover of darkness or in adverse weather conditions, which creates
additional difficulties in employing missiles to combat them because of the
inevitable delay of reconnaissance data. The air army of the front,
employing chemical and conventional means of destruction, can successfully
hit the enemy reserves both in concentration areas and on the move, and
also prohibit the airlifting of troops by destroying transport aircraft
(helicopters) on airfields and in the air.

Aerial reconnaissance is most important to the successful attainment
of the7-6E-767—tivirst front operation. In the absence of
effective aerial reconnaissance, eveninissile/nuclear weapons cannot
produce the desired results. Onelof the basic means of obtaining
reconnaissance data is the front aviation.

,	 !
A special Characteristic of the organization of aerial reconnaissance

in the first operation of the initial period of war consists in the fact
that it is., as 4 rule, planned with the idea of conducting it yet in
peacetime, in the period of threat (if there is one), and with the
beginning of combat actions. In Peacetime not all means and methods of
aerial reconnaissance can be. emplOyed. Before the beginning of combat
actions, aerial reconnaissance, will be conducted with the utilization of
airborne radiotedhnical means by: flights of reconnaissance aircraft along
the national border over our own territory, and also over neutral waters.
In a period of threat, besides this, with special authorization, individual
flights that viOlate the nationallborder . may be carried out for the purpose
of reconnaissance of the most important enemy targets.

Especially intensive aerial teconnaissance must begin with the start
of combat actions in Order to get the most data possible about the enemy in
the shortest time. This will require, from the very first hours of war,
maximum efforts by all its forces and means. The data on the enemy
obtained as a result of the first sortie of the redonnaissance aviation
will be the basis for building up the strength of the initial nuclear
strike with the forces and means of the front.
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The first offensive operation of the front is also characterized by
the fact that, in order to ensure high rate= advance, airborne landings
and airlifts of troops and cargo will be widely employed. It stands to
reason that fulfilment of this task is inconceivable without modern air
transport. The scale on which itlis employed can be judged if only by the
fact that for the landing of just one airborne division in one trip
(transportable weight 2400 tons) it takes eight to ten regiments of AN-8
and AN-12 aircraft. Besides that, aviation transport is the main means of
delivering nuclear warheads and missiles, and also various cargoes to the
troops of front formations. The experience Of exercises shows that, for
only one tank army at a rate of advance of up to 100 kilometers per day, on
the third day of the operation it already will be necessary to air deliver
not less than 2000 to 3,000 tons of various cargoes. This task could be
accomplished by four military transport divisions.

From the examination of the hature of the combat actions of the air
■

army and the tasks to be accomplished by it in the first operation of the
front, it follows that it is very important to the achievement of the
objective of the operation by the i troops of the front. The value of the
front aviation is not only in its great range, sFiga, flight altitude, and
cargo capacity, but chiefly in its capability for independently searching
out targets, hitting them right there', and observing the results of its
strike. This most valuable qual47 makes aviation a most important means
in the conduct of the first offensive operation of the front in the initial
period of war.

For accomplishing its tasks, the air army must have the necessary
forces and means at its disposal.! It is known that the basic means of
destruction are nuclear warheads. I Therefore, success in fulfilling the
tasks to be accomplished by the air army will depend above all on the
quantity of nuclear warheads alloCated for accomplishing each of them, and,
in actions with chemical and conventional means of destruction -- on the
combat strength-of-the air army. The capabilities for aerial
reconnaissance are also determined by the combat strength.

It is known, for instance, that in order to conduct reconnaissance in
the first operation of the initial period of War, it takes on the average
up to 300 to 400 aircraft sorties per day for operational and tactical
reconnaissance, and in the first days of the operation, even more than
that. In order to carry out the indicated number of sorties (on the
average, for conducting operational reconnaissance -- two, and for tactical
reconnaissance -- three sorties per day), an air army, counting non-T/0
reconnaissance squadrons, must have in its complement (coefficient of
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combat readiness 0.8) up to two operational and two tactical reconnaissance
regiments (besides the reconnaissance squadrons of the combined-arms and
tank armies). And still, besides !these forces, for aerial reconnaissance
in the first days of the operation it will be required to allocate part of
the forces of the combat aviation with the expenditure of up to 30 percent
of its flight resources. 	 1

In combating mobile and small-size targets, for the destruction of
which the employment of-missiles is inadvisable (by virtue of the low
probability of hitting them), fighter-bombers and bombers will be employed.
An exceptionally effective means off combating mobile and small-size targets
will be the fighter-bomber aviation with SU-7B aircraft. Employing nuclear
bombs and free rockets of the air:'to-surface class with conventional
warheads, and also combining chemical and conventional bombs and cannon
fire, the fighter-bombers dAh, -With—timeliness and effectiveness, hit
desi . at-. tar ets in the tactical and immediate operational death and

t ereby assist the groun troops in e	 e o t eir assigned tasks
at high rates of advance. Calculation shows that, given the existing
number of rocket troops in a front, this requires having in the complement
of the air army not less than756—or threej air divisions of
fighter-bombers, and for combat with the enemy means of nuclear attack and
his reserves in the operational depth -- a bomber air division. The basic
task of the bomber aviation will be to combat the enemy nuclear attack
installations and reserves situated beyond the range of fire of the army
and front missiles.

Thus, in the combat make-up of the air army it is necessary to have
not less than six to seven air divisions, up to six separate air regiments,
and two to three cruise missile regiments, including among these numbers
three air divisions of fighters, tWo to three divisions of fighter-bombers,
a division of bombers, two regiments each of operational and tactical
reconnaissance, a,regiment of spotters, and a SPETSNAZ radar regiment.
Naturally, the listed make-up of the air army must not be regarded as
invariable and suitable for whatever conditions. It is calculated in
conformity with the conditions of the Western Theater of Military
Operations. In operations in othek- theaters (wooded-swampy,
mountainous-desert) the combat make-up of the air army will be different.
Thus, under the conditions of a moUntainous theater (difficult basing of
aviation and preparation of airfields during an operation), it is required
to have, in the combat make-up of the air army, aircraft with a wide
operating radius. Besides that, the complex relief of the terrain in a
mountainous theater limits the employment of cruise missiles, and their
tasks have to be accomplished by bc imber aviation. Consequently, in the
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combat make-up of an air army operating in a mountainous theater, there
must be more bombers than fighter-bombers. In the Polar Region, where
surface-to-air missile cover of troops and rear installations of the front
against enemy air strikes is hampered, and favorable conditions for his
aviation to maneuver from the sea are brought about, it is advisable to
have greater forces of fighter aviation in the make-up of the air army.

It should be taken into consideration that, during a war, the combat
make-up of the air army will Change considerably. Therefore, determining
it Correctly, depending on the conditions of a specific theater and taking
into consideration the other conditions of the situation, is of
exceptionally great importance to the success of the combat actions of the
air army, and consequently, to the success of the actions of the troops of
the front in the operation.

Sikh, in our opinion', are same of the propositions determining the
nature of the combat actions of the air army, its mission and tasks in the
first offensive operation of a front. in the initial period of war.
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